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Abstract

The Community Structure Activity Resource (CSAR) conducted a benchmark exercise to evaluate 

the current computational methods for protein design, ligand docking, and scoring/ranking. The 

exercise consisted of three phases. The first phase required the participants to identify and rank 

order which designed sequences were able to bind the small molecule digoxigenin. The second 

phase challenged the community to select a near-native pose of digoxigenin from a set of decoy 

poses for two of the designed proteins. The third phase investigated the ability of current methods 

to rank/score the binding affinity of 10 related steroids to one of the designed proteins. We found 

that eleven of thirteen groups were able to correctly select the sequence that bound digoxigenin, 

with most groups providing the correct three-dimensional structure for the backbone of the protein 

as well as all atoms of the active-site residues. Eleven of the fourteen groups were able to select 

the appropriate pose from a set of plausible decoy poses. The ability to predict absolute binding 

affinities is still a difficult task, as 8 of 14 groups were able to correlate scores to affinity (Pearson-

r > 0.7) of the designed protein for congeneric steroids and only 5 of 14 groups were able to 

correlate the ranks of the 10 related ligands (Spearman-ρ > 0.7).
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Introduction:

The main goal of many drug-design projects is to create a small molecule that uses a 

protein’s innate ability for binding to achieve a desired physiological response.1–3 These 

small molecules must bind to the target protein with a low equilibrium dissociation constant 

(high affinity).4 Over the past few decades, many computational methods have been 

developed that attempt to predict how well a small molecule will bind to a particular protein, 

improving time and cost efficiency in biochemical research.3 These methods continue to be 

honed and perfected, as not all methods function well for all protein systems. A large 

amount of structural and affinity information is necessary for continuing development, 

testing, and validation of these methods. In 2008, The Community Structure-Activity 

Resource (CSAR) center was organized with the goal of gathering a vast array of data for 

developing methods. 5 This data is available to the community, both industry and academia, 

to help improve computational methods for drug-design purposes via the website 

www.csardock.org6.

The majority of drug-design projects have focused on new ligands based upon structural 

knowledge of a known protein target. A reverse objective, designing a protein to bind a 

particular small molecule, has also been of interest for creating protein-based biosensors, 

reagents, therapeutics, and diagnostics.7 Computational design of ligand-binding proteins is 

a challenging inverse test of docking and scoring methods, where experimental affinities can 

be fed back into the design process to refine the algorithms. Computational protein design 

and computational drug design share many similarities, and each requires a scoring function 

to rank-order a list of potential conformations to predict which is most biologically relevant 

and/or active.7 Over the past decade, the field of computational protein design has rapidly 

evolved, with successes ranging from the design of small hydrophobic cores to the creation 

of novel protein-protein interfaces to the construction of completely de novo proteins that 

perform specific functions.8 However, designing proteins to bind a small molecule has been 

a more challenging endeavor.9 Recently, three of the authors (C.E.T, S.D.K, and D.B.) 

developed a computational method in the framework of the Rosetta macromolecular 

modeling software10 to computationally design binding sites for the steroid digoxigenin.11 

Out of 17 designs that were tested experimentally, two proteins (DIG5 and DIG10) bound 

the target ligand digoxigenin with micromolar affinity. Affinity maturation by site-directed 

mutagenesis and screening using yeast surface display led to the identification of several 

variants (DIG10.1, DIG10.2, and DIG10.3) that were able to bind the ligand with affinities 

ranging down to sub-nanomolar levels. X-ray crystallography revealed the structures of the 
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two highest affinity binders, DIG10.2 (4J8T) and DIG10.3 (4J9A), bound to digoxigenin.11 

This work provided the unique datasets used for the 2013 CSAR Exercise.

Community-wide exercises have been utilized for a number of years to help the community 

develop and improve computational methods in areas such as protein-folding prediction (i.e. 

CASP12), prediction of protein interactions (CAPRI13), solubility prediction/solvation 

energies (i.e. SAMPL14), and structure-based drug design (i.e. the CSAR exercises15,16, an 

evaluation by Warren et al. from GlaxoSmithKline17, the Teach-Discover-Treat initiative18, 

and the Kaggle Merck Molecular Activity Challenge19). Here, we used the data from the 

design and experimental characterization of digoxigenin binders11, in conjunction with the 

CSAR blind-test framework, to run a community-wide exercise. This exercise was designed 

to challenge participants to predict which of the experimentally tested sequences would bind 

the small molecule digoxigenin (Phase 1), select a near-native pose of digoxigenin out of a 

set of docking decoys (Phase 2), and dock and rank-order/predict binding affinities for a set 

of ligands.

In this paper, the convention for labeling groups (A-V) is simply based on the order in which 

participants submitted answers. If a group submitted more than one set of results, usually 

from comparing multiple approaches, they were labeled as A-1, A-2, etc.

Methods and Materials:

Timeline:

The 2013 CSAR exercise was started March 25th, 2013 with the data available for download 

from www.csardock.org6. Participants were given approximately 1 month to complete this 

portion of the exercise, with submissions due by April 26, 2013 by uploading to the same 

website. Phase 2 of the exercise was started on May 13th, 2013 and submissions were due by 

May 31st, 2013. Phase 3 of the exercise started on June 21st, 2013 and ended August 30th 

2013. Phase2 and Phase 3 data were provided and submitted using the same website as in 

Phase 1. Answers to each phase were given to participants at the conclusion of each phase. 

The entire exercise was completed prior to publication of the designed proteins and binding 

affinities of digoxigenin online in Nature, September 4, 201311. The X-ray crystal structures 

of DIG10.2 and DIG10.3 were released by the PDB20 June 26, 2013, and DIG5.1 has been 

submitted, but has not yet been released at the time of this publication. The publication of 

the DIG10.2 structure was deposited during Phase 3 of the exercise; however, since the 

participants were given the coordinates of this structure as starting material for the phase, the 

release of the structure does not affect the results of this phase.

Phase 1:

Rules: Participants in the exercise were provided sixteen protein sequences that potentially 

bound the small molecule digoxigenin. The structure of digoxigenin is shown in Figure 1. 

They were asked to fold the protein sequence, dock digoxigenin, and predict which of the 

sixteen sequences had the ability to bind the ligand using methods of their choosing. 

Participants were also asked to send the resulting structure of the protein for comparison to 

the experimental structure.
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Dataset Generation: Sixteen protein sequences (Table 1) were designed, constructed, and 

synthesized by C.E.T, S.D.K, and D.B. at the University of Washington. The ability of each 

of these proteins to bind digoxigenin was determined experimentally. Of the 15 designed 

sequences that did not bind digoxigenin, only 12 were used in phase 1. The other sequences 

were not included, as two of the sequences (DIG11 and DIG16) could not be expressed in E. 
coli, and one of the sequences (DIG15) showed binding in some assays that was not 

confirmed. In the dataset, we also included two protein sequences that were experimentally 

optimized to bind digoxigenin by directed evolution: DIG5.1 (labeled DIG18 in phase 1), 

which derives from the DIG5 design (PDBID: 5BVB), and DIG10.3 (labeled DIG19 in 

phase 1), which derives from the DIG10 design (PDBID: 4J9A)11. Details regarding the 

crystallization and refinement of the DIG5.1 (DIG18) structure are provided in the 

Supplemental Information.

Analysis: Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curves were created for the ranking 

provided by each group. For each curve, each point indicates the fraction of binding 

sequences (true positives) versus the fraction of the non-binding sequences (false positives) 

ranked above each possible ranking threshold. ROC plots are evaluated by the area under the 

resulting curve (AUC). An AUC of 1 indicates all binding sequences were ranked higher 

than non-binding sequences, 0.5 indicates the binding sequences were evenly placed in the 

ranking and 0 indicates all the non-binding sequences were ranked above the binding 

sequences.

The 95% confidence interval (CI) of the AUC was computed by bootstrapping. For this, a 

sample set of sixteen sequences and scores was chosen with replacement from the sixteen 

submitted sequences by a group. The ROC curve was then computed for this sample and the 

AUC calculated. This was repeated 1000 times. The upper bound to the 95% CI is the 97.5% 

quantile and the lower bound to the 95% CI is the 2.5% quantile of the resulting distribution 

of AUCs. The curves and confidence intervals were calculated using code kindly provided 

by Ajay Jain from UCSF21,22.

The submitted three-dimensional structures for DIG5.1 (DIG18) and DIG10.3 (DIG19) were 

compared to the experimental crystal structures using the standard RMSD of the backbone 

Cα.23 The RMSD of all atoms of the active-site residues was also computed between each 

submitted structure and the respective experimental crystal structure using the ‘rms’ 

command in PyMol24. The active-site residues are defined to be any residue within 6 Å of 

the bound digoxigenin molecule in the respective experimental crystal structure.

Phase 2:

Rules: Participants were provided a set of 200 docking decoys each to score for two known 

structures, DIG5.1(DIG18, PDBID: 5BVB) and DIG10.2(DIG20, PDBID: 4J8T)11. The 

decoy set included one near-native pose that was within 0.3Å RMSD of the known crystal 

pose but no other pose was within 2 Å of the known pose. The task was to only rank/score 

the poses to determine the near-native pose out of the 200. Participants returned their ranked 

lists or scores for all poses.
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Dataset Generation: The ligand decoy set was prepared by performing native docking of 

the ligand using DOCK version 6.525. A diverse set of 200 poses for each compound was 

then selected using the ranking obtained from the “Diverse Subset” utility in MOE 

2011.1026 based on conformations, being careful to only include one near native pose for 

each set. No requirement is made for the RMSD between decoys, only that they provide a 

diverse subset using the utility in MOE. This greatly decreases the likelihood that the near 

native pose is the obvious answer based on only pairwise decoy RMSD. Each set of ligands 

was provided to the participants as a single ‘multi- .mol2’ file with each pose having a 

unique name.

The structures for DIG18 (DIG5.1) and DIG20 (DIG10.2) were provided as ‘.mol2’ files. 

The protein structure was set up for scoring using the following protocol. All histidines, 

asparagines, and glutamines within the active site were examined for the appropriate 

tautomer at pH 7. The small molecule, crystallographic waters and additives were removed. 

Residues with multiple orientations within 6 Å of the native ligand were examined, and the 

appropriate orientation was retained. The ‘A’ conformation, as designated by the alternate 

location field of the ‘.pdb’ file, was retained for residues outside of 6 Å of the ligand. The N- 

and C-terminal residues were capped using an acetyl group (ACE) and an N-methyl group 

(NME), respectively. Hydrogens were added using the default procedure in MOE2011.10. 

Missing side chains were added for 17 residues in DIG5.1 (DIG18) and 33 residues in 

DIG10.2 (DIG20). Partial charges were added with the MMFF94x forcefield. The added 

caps, hydrogens and sidechains were minimized using the MMFF94x forcefield with the 

default parameters in MOE2011.10 keeping all other atoms fixed. All setup procedures were 

performed using MOE2011.1026.

Analysis: We consider a successful ranking as one that ranks the correct pose in the top 3. 

We also analyze the results based solely on the top pose.

Phase 3:

Rules: Participants were given the structure of DIG10.2 and ten ligands to dock. The 

participants were then asked to rank/score the resulting poses. The binding affinities of these 

ten small molecules for DIG10.2 were determined experimentally by CSAR, using the 

Thermofluor27 technique (Methods and details of the Thermofluor assay are given in the 

Supplemental Information). Affinities were not provided with the structures to ensure a blind 

study. Although all molecules bound the protein, participants were not told if each small 

molecule was active. Participants were asked to return the top-3 poses and scores/ranks for 

each ligand. The structures were given prepared for docking, but participants were free to 

utilize/setup the structures as necessary for their particular protocol.

Dataset Generation: The protein structure was set up for docking using the same 

protocol as described in phase 2. The structure was provided as a ‘.mol2’ file. The 

compounds chosen for the binding affinity experiments were selected by first performing a 

substructure search of the online Sigma-Aldrich catalog using the four fused-ring, steroid 

core of digoxigenin. The list was then sorted by price and availability as time and funds were 

limited. From the pared down list, the ten compounds used in the exercise were chosen to 
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span chemical functionality at the 3 and 17 positions of the steroid skeleton (Table 2). The 

molecules chosen are extremely rigid with few rotatable bonds. This limits the amount of 

conformational space available for the ligand and may remove a potential challenge of 

docking and scoring. Removing the challenge of a flexible ligand provides the advantage of 

focusing on the performance of docking and scoring functions on an unknown, designed 

protein. The small molecules were provided in a ‘.mol2’ format with 3-dimensional 

coordinates generated using OMEGA28,29 to minimize and generate a single, low-energy 

conformation from the SMILES string. For CS331 and CS332, the hydrogen was removed 

from the carboxylate group. Participants were allowed to add charges and manipulate the 

ligand as necessary for their protocol. Binding affinity values used in this analysis were 

determined using a thermal shift assay (Thermofluor)27. Where possible, binding affinities 

were also measured using Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) (Table 2). The ITC affinities 

matched those from the thermofluor, but were not distributed to the participants, since only 

three compounds, CS334, CS335, and CS337, could be determined by this method. The 

other seven molecules were incompatible with ITC because of weak affinity and/or poor 

solubility. Details of the ITC experimental methods are provided in the Supplemental 

Information.

Analysis: To assess how well each method performed on predicting the affinity of the 

small molecules to DIG10.2, we calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient (r). To 

determine how well the methods ranked the compounds, the non-parametric correlation 

coefficients Spearman-ρ and Kendall-τ were calculated. The 95th percent confidence 

intervals were computed for the Pearson and Spearman correlations using the Fisher 

transform.30 The 95th percent confidence interval for the Kendall coefficient is approximated 

by τ + 95% = τ + σ*1.96 and τ - 95% = τ - σ*1.96, where σ = 1 − τ2 2 2n + 5
9n n − 1 .31 Linear 

regression was performed on the predicted score versus the experimental affinities, and R2 

values were reported. All correlations and linear regressions were performed using JMP32.

Programs used by participants:

Participating groups provided details on the programs used in generating their results with 

some groups utilizing modified or custom versions of the programs or scoring functions. 

Some groups also utilized visual inspection of models or poses to assist in ranking/scoring. 

Below is a list of the programs used, avoiding using the names of each group to preserve 

anonymity.

For homology modeling in Phase 1, MUSTER33 was used by two groups (Group B and 

Group L); Medusa34 (Group G), Prime35,36 (Group D), M4T37 (Group F), Modeller38 

(Group J), and GalaxyTBM39 (Group K) were each used by individual groups. Two groups 

used I-TASSER40 (Group E and Group M), which utilizes a consensus of several different 

threading methods and chooses the best structure. Three groups (Group A, H, and I) 

declined to provide information about their methods.

For the docking portion of Phase 1 and Phase 3, a wider range of programs were utilized: 

Glide41 (Groups A, S and T), Autodock Vina42 (Groups B, F, and M-3), MedusaDock43 
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(Group C), Fred44 (Group D), SMINA45 (Group E-2–3,14–15), GalaxyDock46 (Group K), 

MDock47 (Group J, M, M-3), Surflex-Dock21,48 (Group N), and Wilma49 (Group O, V).

Scoring was performed in all three phases of the experiments and these scoring functions 

were used: MM/GBSA50 (Group A, G), Autodock Vina42 (Group B, E-3,6,9,11–14, F, L, 

M-3), MedusaScore51 (Group C), Szybki52 (Group D), ConvexPL (Group I, unpublished), 

ITScore53 (Group J, and M-1–2), PatchSurfer54 (Group L), GalaxyDock46(Group K), ICM55 

(Group N), SIE49/SIE-FISH56 (Group O), Glide-SP41 (Group S-1, S-2), Glide-XP57 (Group 

S3, S-4), and a QM/MM linear-response method (Group V).

Results and Discussion:

No two groups submitted the same predictions, despite the use of the same forcefields, 

programs, or servers. This notable result shows how minor details can significantly alter 

outcomes. It also underscores the importance of blinded exercises and the subtle bias that is 

inherent to retrospective studies. When starting a project, there are many small details and 

parameters to choose. Surely, each participant thought they chose the best options. In a 

retrospective, exercise, it is too easy to justify changing these parameters if difficulties arise 

(e.g. “method A is known to have difficulties with this system”, “either option X or Y is a 

valid choice”, etc.). This can conceal negative outcomes that could be needed to advance our 

field. Unfortunately, participants did not provide exact details of their calculations with their 

methods with their submissions, so we cannot identify the causes for different submissions 

based on the same methods.

Phase 1:

The goal of phase 1 was to determine if computational methods could predict which 

designed protein sequences were able to bind digoxigenin. Participants had 16 sequences to 

rank, of which 4 sequences could bind digoxigenin. A total of 12 groups participated in 

phase 1 of the 2013 CSAR Exercise. One of the groups submitted four different methods, for 

a grand total of 16 methods. In general, groups utilized sequence-based homology modeling 

methods to choose a template from the PDB and generate a potential 3-dimensional fold of 

the protein. The groups would then identify potential pockets to dock and score with their 

method to determine which sequences bound digoxigenin. All but three of the methods had 

scores for all of the sequences, one submitted scores for 15 of the 16 sequences, another for 

12 of the sequences, and the other for 11 of the sequences. The summary of the performance 

for each group is displayed in Figure 2.

Almost all groups had active sequences ranked near the top, with a couple of exceptions. 

The average AUC of the ROC curves for all the submissions was 0.76 with a standard 

deviation of 0.25. Of the groups that ranked all of the structures, the average AUC is 0.83 

with a standard deviation of 0.15. This shows that most groups were able to rank the active 

sequences before ranking the inactive sequences. All but two of the methods ranked at least 

one active sequence in the top 3. If only the methods which submitted scores for all 

sequences are considered, the average rank of the highest scored active sequence is 1.77 

(median = 1), and the average rank of the lowest scored active sequence was 7.85 (median = 

7). Two methods (Group E-4 and Group H) showed perfect performance in that they were 
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able to rank the four active sequences as the top four. The rankings and AUC are shown in 

Figure 2.

The 12 inactive sequences chosen for this phase were designed to make appropriate contacts 

with digoxigenin11; however, the overall similarity to the active sequences is very low (Table 

1). It is possible that similarity between the active sequences was enough to select the 

appropriate sequences. The four binding sequences had a high degree of similarity to each 

other and were distinct from the other 12 sequences because the binding sequences all derive 

from the same scaffold protein. This may have contributed to success in this phase for 

participants with methods that evaluated sequence similarity. The minimum similarity 

between pairs of active sequences was 92%; no other pair of sequences had similarity 

greater than 40%, with the exception DIG6 and DIG17, which were 93% similar to each 

other. In fact, the best performing strategy (Group E-4) utilized multiple sequence 

alignments of the dataset followed by clustering of these alignments using a neighbor 

joining tree to rank the sequences.

Not every group was able to successfully rank the active sequences in the top-three. Groups I 

and M had poor AUCs (< 0.5). In addition to ranking the protein sequences, 10 of the 13 

groups (Groups B-F, H-J, L, and M) submitted the three-dimensional model of the protein 

used to rank. Group I ranked the active sequences last (AUC = 0), which appears to be due 

to using a poor model. The RMSD of the active-site residues for their submitted models of 

DIG5.1 (DIG18) and DIG10.2 (DIG20) were greater than 12 Å, whereas all other groups 

had active-site RMSDs less than 3 Å. Unfortunately, the group did not provide details on the 

homology modeling. In investigating their structure, the group did find the correct protein 

fold; however, the residues in the secondary structure were shifted six residues due to 

improper modeling of the N-terminus, which forced the binding site to be incorrect. The 

poor structure makes it difficult to assess the scoring function, since it should fail at 

determining binding if the protein model is wrong. It is unclear why Group M did not obtain 

a higher AUC. Group M utilized I-TASSER as did Group E-1–3 for homology modeling and 

obtained appropriate structures. The issue does not appear to be the scoring function either 

as they utilized ITScore, which was also used by Group J to score the docked digoxigenin.

Most groups were able to demonstrate success in ranking sequences (AUC >> 0.5), and the 

majority of computational methods are ranking binding sequences higher than non-binding 

sequences, at least for the designed protein/digoxigenin system. The confidence intervals 

around the AUC are large due to a small number of sequences, so comparisons between 

groups are not statistically significant. The large confidence intervals also make it difficult to 

assess how well these methods would perform on other protein/ligand complexes. More 

exercises should be performed in the future as a wide range of designed systems become 

available through research in the computational protein-design field. Decoy sequences must 

also have higher similarity to the active sequences.

Phase 2:

The goal of Phase 2 was to determine if a near-native pose could be selected out of a set of 

decoys. With 199 decoys and 1 near-native pose, it is unlikely that the near-native pose 

would be randomly selected at the top of a ranked list (½00 or 0.05 %). No actual docking is 
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performed, so this tests the computational methods ability to score poses. The design of this 

phase is to decouple the docking problem from the scoring problem, where several poses are 

generated by an algorithm and the best pose needs to be selected by ranking using a scoring 

function. The setup of the protein and poses were explained to participants. We emphasized 

to participants that the poses may not be local minima for all force fields, so short 

minimizations could be necessary for optimal performance of their method.

A total of 14 groups participated in the second phase of the exercise, with a total of 20 

methods. Nine (B-E, H-J, L and M) of the groups had participated in the Phase 1. A 

summary of where each group docked the near-native poses is found in Table 3. In general, 

groups/methods were able to rank the near-native pose for each structure as the top-ranking 

pose or within the top-3 of their rankings. Table 3 provides details of the rankings of the 

near-native pose. For DIG5.1 (DIG18), 18 of 25 methods were able to rank the near-native 

pose as the top pose, and 22 of 25 methods were able to rank it in the top-3. DIG10.2 proved 

to be a little more challenging as only 17 of the 25 methods were able to rank the near-native 

pose as the top pose, and the other 8 methods did not rank it in the top-3. There is no 

consensus as to the reason each of these programs did not rank the near-native pose in the 

top 3. Group P did not provide any computational details while Group D utilized the energy-

based scoring approach of Szybki52. For the two groups which only succeeded on one of the 

proteins, Group N used a consensus scoring of the energy-based function from ICM58 and 

the shape-based scoring function from Surflex-Dock21. Group R used an in-house generated 

support vector machine (SVM) with parameters obtained from either Autodock (R-1), Glide 

(R-4), Liaison (R-5), MMGBSA (R-6) or a combination of Autodock and Glide (R-3) or all 

four (R-2).

One reason this may have been a particularly easy task is that the protein had only one 

obvious pocket for the molecule to bind. If there had been other possible clefts in the 

protein, this would have been a more difficult selection process, testing the scoring functions 

more rigorously. In these two cases the correct pose is buried in the only possible pocket, 

whereas all other poses are significantly solvent exposed. This can be seen in Figure 3 which 

shows the distribution of the decoys in the binding site for both DIG5.1 (DIG18) and 

DIG10.2 (DIG20). Many force fields have favorable terms for burying hydrophobic atoms in 

the protein; hence, decoy poses with larger exposed surface area and fewer atomic contacts 

generally score poorly.

Additionally, a major requirement for exhibiting success with docking protocols such as 

Autodock59, DOCK60, FlexX61, Glide41, Gold62, as well as a host of others, was to 

reproduce the pose of the small molecule in an X-ray crystal structure to within 2 Å. Many 

evaluations of these programs on known systems have demonstrated their success on some, 

but not all, targets17,63–67. These two protein/ligand complexes appear amenable to success 

in docking programs as only three of the fourteen methods failed to select the near-native 

pose. With only two proteins and one ligand, it is difficult to discern if the methods would 

function on other designed protein/ligand complexes.
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Phase 3:

CSAR has utilized Thermofluor to obtain equilibrium dissociation constants for ten steroid 

ligands which were chosen for their potential ability to bind the designed DIG proteins 

(Table 2). Due to poor solubility of the steroid compounds, we were only able to determine 

the dissociation constants for three of the ligands using ITC. The two methods agree well for 

the three compounds with a root-mean square error of 0.23 log units. Phase 3 was designed 

to evaluate the ability to dock and rank/score a series of 10 steroid ligands towards a 

designed protein. Fourteen groups participated in phase 3 of the exercise, with six groups 

submitting multiple methods. The total number of methods submitted was 27. In this phase, 

the scoring was more difficult, but not impossible; 8 groups (12 total methods) were able to 

obtain a Pearson correlation coefficient (r) to the experimental affinity of greater than 0.7 

with a maximum of 0.9. Of these methods, only 5 of the groups (7 methods) were able to 

rank with a Spearman correlation (ρ) to the experimental affinity of ≥0.7. A correlation of 

0.7 is chosen as it corresponds to a R2 of ≥ 0.5. For a sample size of only 10 compounds, the 

95% confidence interval around these correlation coefficients is very large. The 95% 

confidence interval around a correlation coefficient of 0.7 with only 10 compounds is 0.13 – 

0.92 for Pearson and 0.04 – 0.93 for the Spearman correlation. In previous exercises, we 

have used molecular weight and SlogP as “null” cases where their correlation to affinity is 

considered. However, in this exercise, the ligands are all steroids with significant chemical 

similarity and too small a range in these properties. In general, ranking (Spearman) and 

correlating (Pearson) scores with binding affinity is a difficult task as has been shown in the 

previous evaluations of docking and scoring exercises17,67,68. This is also a difficult task due 

to the narrow range of affinities investigated (pKd 4.1 to 6.66), with some ligand having 

affinities within error of each other. All correlations can be seen in Table 4. Comparisons 

cannot be made between groups because the confidence intervals around the correlation 

coefficients are large, due to the small number of compounds to rank.

Conclusion:

The 2013 CSAR Benchmark Exercise has been completed. We had a total of 21 different 

participants using 50 methods across the three phases of the exercise. The results can be best 

rationalized by considering the energy gaps between correct and incorrect answers in each 

phase: In the first phase of the exercise, participants successfully determined the four 

sequences which were able to bind the small molecule digoxigenin, out of a pool of sixteen 

sequences. The sequences of designed proteins that bind digoxigenin are radically different 

from those of the proteins that do not bind the small molecule, so it is reasonable to 

conclude that the energy gaps between the modeled bound poses would be large, and the 

precision required for discrimination is likely to be low. Therefore, most groups succeeded 

in this challenge. In the second phase, participants were asked to identify the correct pose 

from a set of 200 decoy poses. Most decoy poses were considerably more exposed than the 

correct near-native pose, which suggests the number of 2-body contacts were notably 

different and the energy gap between the near-native and decoy poses may have been 

relatively high. Similar to Phase 1, it would be likely that low-precision methods could 

discriminate between the native and decoy poses. Of course, high-precision methods would 

do well.
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In contrast, the third phase challenge – docking and rank-ordering structurally similar 

congeneric steroids by affinity – involved much smaller energy gaps between various bound 

poses of structurally similar compounds. Finer precision of the scoring functions is critical 

for success. The results for the third phase demonstrate this difficulty, despite the ability of 

the scoring functions to determine appropriate structures in the first two phases. 

Nevertheless, qualitative trends are encouraging, and high correlation with experimentally 

determined affinity could be obtained by a few groups and methods (e.g., E-12). Many 

participants in this exercise have contributed papers to this special section of the Journal of 
Chemical Information and Modeling. Their detailed analysis of their methods should 

provide insight into what choices corresponded best with success. The results of the exercise 

provide a snapshot of the overall state of our ability as a community to model protein-ligand 

interfaces, and highlight pressing areas where methodological improvements are needed.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
Structure of digoxigenin (CS337).
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Figure 2. 
The rankings are given for each group’s predictions of the binding of digoxigenin to 16 

sequences. The entries in bold indicate the protein sequences which bound digoxigenin. 

Boxes in blue were predicted in the top-4, since there are 4 active sequences. Boxes in grey 

were predicted inactive (outside of top-4). Entries with no color were not ranked by the 

group. The AUC of the ROC curve is given with the 95% and 1σ confidence intervals based 

on 1000 bootstrap samples. The groups are sorted by the AUC. The numbers indicate each 

group’s rank of each sequence.
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Figure 3. 
One near-native pose and 199 decoy poses were given for both DIG5.1 (DIG18) (A) and 

DIG 10.2 (DIG20) (B). The near-native digoxigenin pose is colored with carbon as magenta. 

The protein surface was computed in PyMol24 and displayed white. The non-native 

digoxigenin decoys are colored with gray carbons.
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Table 1.

Sequences used for Phase 1 of the exercise. Bolded entries indicate sequences which were able to bind 

digoxigenin.

ID Sequence

DIG1 MSLDFNTLAQNFTQFWYNQFDTDRSQLGNLYRNESMTTHETSQLQGAKDIVEGLVSLPFQKYQARI
TTLDAQPASPYGDVLVMVTGDGLTDEEQNPWRYSAVYHLIPDGNSYYVFNAIWRYNYSAGS

DIG2 MVSAKDFSGANLYTLEEVQYGKFEARMKMAAASGTVSSMYLHQNGSWIADGRPFVAVYIIVLGKNP
GSFQSNIVTGKAGAYKTSAKHHAVSPAADQAFHTYGLEWTPNYVRWTVDGQEVRKTEGGQVSNLT
GTQGLRFSLYSSESAAWVGQFDESKLPLFQFINWVKVYKYTPGQGEGGSDFTLDWTDNFDTFDGS
RWGKGDYTFDGNRVDFTDKNIYSRDGMLILALTRKGQESFNGQVPRDDEPAPQSSSSAPASSGS

DIG3 MGTTPNSTGWHDGYYYHWWSDGGGDSTYTNNSGGTYEITWGNGGILIGGKGWNPGLNARAIHFT
GVYQPNGTSFLSVYGWTRNPLVSYYIVENFGSSNPSSGSTDLGTVSCDGSTYTLGQSTWYNYPSID
GTQTFNAYWSVRQDKRSSGTVQTGCHFDAWASAGLNVTGDHYYQIVATFGWYSSGYARITVADVG
GS

DIG4 MSDVESLENTSENRAQVAARQHNRKIVEQYMHTRGEAELKMHLLFTEDGVGGSWTTSSGQPIAIRG
REKLGEHDVFLLQVFPDWVWTDIQIFETQDPNWFWVECRGEGAIVFPGYPRGQYRAHYLASFRFEN
GLIKETRWFWNPCEAFRALGIEGS

DIG5 MNAKEILVHSLRLLENGDARGWCDLFHPEGVLEFPYAPPGWKTRFEGRETIWAHMRLHPEHVTVR
FTDVQFYETADPDLAIGEYHGDGVVTVSGGKYAADFITVLRTRDGQILLYRVFWNPLRALEAAGGV
EAAAKIVQGAGS

DIG6 MNLQTDQTTTTADESAIRAFTRQMIDAWNRGSGEGFAAPFSETADYITFDGTHLKGRKEIAAFAQQA
FDTVAKGTRHEGEVDFVRFVNSQLALMLTVWRVILPGQTETSASMDALPLYVVTKGDEGWQIEGLLA
TYKLTLERGSFLDDFDSLSAEAQRQVTDLVASLKQSHGS

DIG7 MSEPVFPTPEAAEDAFYAALEAGSLDDYMAVWARDDHVAFIHPLAAPLNGRAAVAAGWRSHLGAA
GRFRLQVKAVHEIRQADHVIRITDIFFTGGDETAPRPAALATAVYRREADGWRMVLYHASPLQVGAK
AGADTPPVVFHGS

DIG8 MTIAEIAKDYTELNKQGDQAGAYEKYAADDIAYYQAMEGPMAVSHGKEAWRQALQWYQENAEFHG
GSVEGPYVNGDQFALRFKWDVTPKATGERVTVDGVHLYTVKNGKITEVRWYYGS

DIG9 MKLCFNEFTTLENSNLKLDLELCEKHGYDYIQIRTMDKLPEYLKDHSLDDLAEYFQTHHIKPLALLHLL
FFNNRDEKGHNEIITEFKGMMETCKTLGVKYVLAWPLRTEQKIVKEEIKKSSVDVLTELSDIAEPYGVK
IALNFGGLPQCTVNTFEQAYEIVNTVNRDNVGLYLNSFHFHAMGSNIESLKQADGKKIFIYGIGDTEDF
PIGFLTSEDMVWPGQGAIDLDAHLSALKEIGFSDVVSVALLRPEYYKLTAEEAIQTAKKTTVDVVSKYF
SMGS

DIG10 MNAKEIVVHSLRLLENGDARGWCDLFHPEGVLEYPYAPPGHKTRFEGRETIWAHMRLFPEYVTVR
FTDVQFYETADPDLAIGEFHGDGVHTVSGGKLAADYISVLRTRDGQILLYRVFFNPLRVLEALGGVE
AAAKIVQGAGS

DIG12 MGMEVNQPDIVAQVQAAFVEYERALVENDIEAMNALFWHTPETVFYGATTVQHGGEAWRAHVERS
QPHPKSRKLHRTVVTTFGTDFATVSTEFTSDGTPLLGRQMQTWARLSPADGWKIVAAHFSLIAMPG
S

DIG13 MKLVAGLSSPEELELAEKADVVTLHIDLFDFSGARVDKEKGLTCMRVSDGGKFEGDERERIEKMKRA
FDSLNPDYVYLESDLPDSAFDFNCRIAEFYGNVIRTPDYSELKGIVEGRRGDLVVIATMGKSKRDVETI
VRILTNYDDVLAHLMG ERFSFTMVLAAYLGSPWIWCYVGSPKFPGAISLDDAREIISRLGGS

DIG14 MTLRAARPEFLDLFPAGAEARRLADGFTWTSGPVYVPARSAVIFSDSAQNRTWAWSDDGQLSPEM
HPSHHQGGHCLNKQGHLIACSHGLRRLERQREPGGEWESIADSFEGKKLNSPSAVCLAPDGSLWF
SDPTWGIDLPEFGYGGEMELPGRWVFRLAPDGTLSAPIRDRVKPTGLAFLPSGNLLVSDAGDNATH
RYCLNARGETEYQGVHFTVEPGATYYLRVDAGGLIWASAGDGVHVLTPDGDELGRVLTPQTTTGLC
FGGPEGRTLYMTVSTEFWSIETNVRGGS

DIG17 MNLQTDQTTTTADESAIRAFHRQLIDAFNRGSGEGFAAPFSETADFITAEGTHLKGRKEIAAYHQQAF
DTVVKGTRLEGEVDFVRFVNSQLALMLVVSRIILPGQTETSASRDYLPLYVVTKGDEGWQIEGLLATR
KLTLERQFFLDDFDSLSAEAQRQVTDLVASLKQSHGS

DIG5.1
(DIG18)

MNAKEILVHSLRLLENGDARGWCDLFHPEGVLEYPYAPPGWKTRFEGRETIWAHMRLHPEHVTW
RFTDVQFYETADPDLAIGEYHGDGVVTVSGGKYAADYITVLRTRDGQILLLRVFWNPLRILEAAGGV
EAAAKIVQGAGS

DIG10.3
(DIG19)

MNAKEIVVHALRLLENGDARGWSDLFHPEGVLEYPYPPPGYKTRFEGRETIWAHMRLFPEYMTIRF
TDVQFYETADPDLAIGEFHGDGVLTASGGKLAYDYIAVWRTRDGQILLYRLFFNPLRVLEPLGGVE
AAAKIVQGAGS
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ID Sequence

DIG10.2
(DIG20)

MNAKEIVVHALRLLENGDARGWCDLFHPEGVLEYPYPPPGYKTRFEGRETIWAHMRLFPEYMTIRF
TDVQFYETADPDLAIGEFHGDGVHTVSGGKLAADYISVLRTRDGQILLYRLFFNPLRVLEPLGLE
(Phase 2 only)
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Table 2.

Binding affinities of ligands used in Phase 3.

CSAR ID
Structure Thermofluor (Kd (error) 

μM)
ITC (Kd (error) 

μM)
Thermoluor (pKd) ITC (pKd)

CS331

44.5 (5.9) 4.35

CS332

46.2 (4.4) 4.34

CS333

30.6 (7.8) 4.51

CS334

3.25 (0.34) 2.30 (0.27) 5.49 5.64

CS335

3.12 (0.25) 5.51

CS336

19.0 (3.4) 7.43 (2.74) 4.72 5.13

CS337 (digoxigenin)

0.474 (0.068) 0.498 (0.027) 6.32 6.30

CS338

0.220 (0.085) 6.66
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CSAR ID
Structure Thermofluor (Kd (error) 

μM)
ITC (Kd (error) 

μM)
Thermoluor (pKd) ITC (pKd)

CS339

79.1 (7.5) 4.10

CS340

53.7 (3.6) 4.27
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Table 3.

Rankings of the near-native poses from Phase 2.

Group DIG5.1 (DIG18) rank DIG10.2 (DIG20) rank

B 1 1

C 1 1

E-5 1 1

E-6 1 1

E-8 1 1

E-9 1 1

E-10 1 1

H 1 1

I 1 1

J 1 1

K 1 1

L 1 1

M 1 1

O-1 1 1

O-2 1 1

E-7 2 1

R-2 2 6

R-5 2 13

R-6 2 13

R-3 1 20

R-1 1 23

N 24 1

R-4 1 27

P 86 12

D 93 36

Ranked near-native best 18 of 25 17 of 25

Ranked near-native Top-3 22 of 25 17 of 25
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Table 4.

Correlation coefficients for Phase 3 of the exercise.

Group-Method R2 Pearson (r) r 95% CI Spearman (ρ) ρ 95% CI

E-12 0.814 0.902 0.631 – 0.977 0.855 0.386 – 0.973

D 0.766 0.875 0.548 – 0.970 0.709 0.057 – 0.937

S-2 0.751 0.867 0.522 – 0.968 0.746 0.125 – 0.947

T 0.732 0.855 0.489 – 0.965 0.673 −0.005 – 0.927

E-14 0.723 0.850 0.475 – 0.964 0.758 0.149 – 0.950

B 0.671 0.819 0.391 – 0.956 0.554 −0.170 – 0.890

O-1 0.655 0.809 0.366 – 0.953 0.649 −0.042 – 0.920

C-3 0.644 0.802 0.349 – 0.951 0.770 0.174 – 0.953

M-3 0.630 0.794 0.328 – 0.949 0.509 −0.222 – 0.874

O-3 0.609 0.780 0.296 – 0.945 0.576 −0.143 – 0.897

M-2 0.580 0.762 0.254 – 0.940 0.576 −0.143 – 0.897

E-11 0.534 0.731 0.187 – 0.932 0.685 0.015 – 0.930

S-1 0.464 0.681 0.090 – 0.917 0.636 −0.060 – 0.916

M-1 0.459 0.677 0.083 – 0.916 0.406 −0.327 – 0.834

O-4 0.444 0.666 0.063 – 0.913 0.673 −0.005 – 0.927

S-3 0.444 0.666 0.063 – 0.913 0.515 −0.215 – 0.876

U 0.343 0.586 −0.069 – 0.888 0.782 0.201 – 0.956

S-4 0.312 0.559 −0.110 – 0.879 0.479 −0.255 – 0.863

J 0.301 0.548 −0.124 – 0.876 0.612 −0.095 – 0.908

H 0.233 0.483 −0.211 – 0.853 0.273 −0.442 – 0.776

I 0.215 0.464 −0.235 – 0.846 0.600 −0.111 – 0.905

C-2 0.186 0.432 −0.272 – 0.835 0.321 −0.402 – 0.798

L 0.119 0.345 −0.364 – 0.801 0.382 −0.350 – 0.824

V 0.059 0.242 −0.457 – 0.757 0.103 −0.564 – 0.689

E-13 0.043 0.208 −0.486 – 0.74 −0.006 −0.633 – 0.626

C-1 0.017 0.130 −0.544 – 0.702 −0.224 −0.752 – 0.479

E-15 0.004 0.060 −0.592 – 0.664 −0.224 −0.752 – 0.479
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